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You can see this approach in our latest concept cars: the luxurious, go-anywhere 4x4

Crossbow, the amazingly versatile and adaptable Yanya and the phenomenal GT-R, a 

21st century sports car devoted to driving passion. And you can experience the benefits 

of this thought process in the new Terrano. With a new and more powerful diesel engine,

enhanced styling and extra comfort and safety, the new Terrano is even better suited 

to a life filled with variety and adventure.

A CAR FOR YOU R DAY
Your individuality gives you a character which adapts to the demands and opportunities of

each day. At Nissan, we are focused on designing cars which offer that same individuality:

cars that are adaptable, personal and have a character that complements yours.
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“At Nissan, we consider it is essential for a car design to have fitness for purpose. In other words, 

it must not only be fully capable of satisfying the owner's expectations of its performance, but 

also look as though it is suited to the task. That is why the new Terrano instantly asserts itself 

as an authentic four-wheel drive. Its new styling gives it an appropriately sturdy, rugged presence, 

to confirm its credentials as the authentic, multi-role all-terrain vehicle”.  

STÉPHANE SCHWARZ, CHIEF DESIGNER, NISSAN DESIGN EUROPE

A bigger yet more economical new engine makes this the most powerful Terrano yet, taking Nissan’s

4x4 heritage firmly into the future. We've also added even higher levels of equipment, comfort and a

class leading safety specification so every journey can be more satisfying - whether you're enjoying 

a relaxing drive or seeking a new source of excitement. 

TH E 4x4 I NG R E DI E NTS
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What’s your lifestyle - spontaneous, fast-paced and fun with your friends?

Busy with family, hobbies and sport? A challenging mixture of business

and pleasure? No problem - with a choice of long wheelbase 5-door or

short wheelbase 3-door versions, the Terrano accommodates them all.

Both models offer generous, versatile loadspace that's equally suited to demanding 

workdays and relaxing leisure trips. Whether you choose the impressive, family-sized, 

7 seat 5-door or the sporty 3-Door, you'll find the Terrano brings a dynamic, more inspiring 

aspect to driving, on and definitely off-road.

5-DOOR FOR TH E 
B IG EXPE R I E NCE
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3-DOOR F OR TH E WI LD L I FE
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EXPLORE I N COM F ORT



LU XU RY WH ER EVE R
YOU GO

Door seating 

configuration 35 Door seating 

configuration 

However rough or barren the terrain outside, inside the Terrano you're 

comfortable and cosseted. You sit high in large, supportive seats (the 5 door 

includes a third row of seats that folds down for even more boot space) 

for a superior view of the countryside or the city traffic. With plenty of room 

to stretch out, you'll feel liberated even if you're still in the heart of town. 

It’s not just the big space inside the Terrano that’s so welcoming. It’s the little

luxuries too. Such as the outside temperature gauge which warns you of possible

ice on the road. The high quality audio unit, neatly integrated into the dashboard 

to deter thieves. Three useful 12 volt sockets which can power anything from 

a mobile phone to a cool box. And the chance to enjoy the status and comfort 

of leather seats. 
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The sophisticated new 3.0 litre diesel engine gives the Terrano more power 

than ever before. Producing 24% more power and a maximum torque output of 304 Nm 

(manual transmission version), it gives you even more driving potential. Maximum 

torque is developed at only 1600 rpm, exactly what you need for climbing hills, 

negotiating difficult terrain and towing loads of up to 3000 kg. Featuring direct 

injection, a variable turbocharger, 4 valves per cylinder, and M-Fire technology, 

the result is swifter acceleration, quieter and more relaxed cruising and 

lower fuel consumption, making every journey in the Terrano more enjoyable.

Alternatively, you can choose the turbocharged 2.7 litre diesel with intercooler. This proven 

and popular unit is powerful too, developing 125 hp and 278 Nm of torque. Both engines 

are matched to a smooth-shifting 5-speed manual gearbox and with the 3.0 litre, there's 

the option of a 4-speed automatic featuring switchable sports and winter modes.

MOR E POWE R,  LESS E FF ORT
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With its proven and effective 4-wheel drive system, the Terrano takes you to the hills (and

over them) with ease. You are able to switch from 2-wheel to 4-wheel drive at any speed and,

for extreme terrain, from high to low ratio. And you can trust the limited slip differential to

make the most effective use of the Terrano’s power.

.18

The Terrano features a ladder frame chassis for strength and rigidity. With generous

ground clearance and long suspension travel matched to high torque engines, you

can confidently take on the most challenging Terrain. The Terrano is just as

impressive on-road, too; since the body is mounted on shock-absorbing 

rubber mountings, the ride is smooth and noise is effectively suppressed 

and isolated from the cabin. And with anti-roll bars front and rear, 

the handling feels stable, sure-footed and enjoyable. 

Ground clearance: 3-door 210mm/5-door 205mm

Ramp-over angle: 3-door 27°/5-door 25°

Wading depth: 450mm

Approach angles: 3-door 31.9°/5-door 31.8°

Departure angles: 3-door 35°/5-door 26°

Maximum climbable gradient: 39°

Maximum lateral 

inclination 48o



4-wheel low ratio
Maximum traction for very rocky
or steep terrain, snow, mud and
soft ground. Select first gear for
extra engine braking when
descending steep hills.

4-wheel high ratio
For faster progress over 
smoother, off-road terrain and
extra safety on wet or snowy
roads and sand.

2-wheel high ratio 
Gives improved economy and
performance for everyday driving
around town and on motorways.
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MORE DR IVE



FOR TH R I LL SEEKERS WHO
VALU E SAFETY

You can relax and have more fun in the Terrano, knowing that it offers a class leading package

of safety features. Unique in this class, it can now be equipped with front seat active headrests. In a

collision they move forwards and upwards to support your head, reducing the chances of whiplash.

In addition to the standard driver and passenger airbags, 14 litre capacity front side airbags are

also available, to provide reassuring extra head and thorax protection when needed.

To help you avoid an accident in the first place, the Terrano is equipped with an Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

and Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD), which balances the braking forces between the front and rear

brakes for maximum efficiency and the shortest possible stopping distance. And of course, the high seating position

is itself a valuable safety benefit. It lets you see over other cars, giving you a clearer view of situations as they

develop and so more time to react.
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We’ve developed the Terrano to provide you with an attractive, capable

and well-equipped 4x4. Now it’s your turn to upgrade its features and

personalise your Terrano with our range of tough, dependable and helpful

genuine Nissan Accessories.

01 : Safari grille with soft front guard

02 : Flange towbar

03 : Bicycle rack

04 : Entry guards 

05 : Floor mat sets

06 : The new Terrano 3-door in Silver accessorised

with front soft guard, spare wheel stainless steel

styling bar, Titan alloy wheels, side bars with step,

side window decals and rear bumper protectors.
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